
Kids NEED BOTH Parents
Wisconsin for Children and Families / 501(c)(3)nonprofit

PO Box 1742, Madison WI 53701 • info101@wisconsinfathers.org • volunteer@wisconsinfathers.com

For Help: http://www.wisconsinfathers.org/contact-form.htm

www.wisconsinfathers.org / www.facebook.com/WisconsinFathersForChildrenFamilies

Documents supporting shared parenting in WI

- Shared Parenting info brochure: https://www.wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/shared

brochure4.pdf

- 2018 Child Custody 60 studies/ Dr. Linda Nielsen:

https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/2018 J child custody 60 studies.pdf

- Academic Studies on Shared Parenting:

https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/academic studies.pdf

- Shared Parenting Benefits: Here is a great supporting document identifying the
important reasons why shared parenting is important: 50/50 Custody Benefits:
Why Shared Parenting is Important | Timtab

- Effect of A.C.E. on Children: https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/ACE on

children.JPG

- Alienation without shared parenting: https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/Alienation

info.pdf

- Benefits of Shared Parenting: https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/BENEFITS of

EQUAL AND SHARED PARENTING(2).pdf

- Shared Parenting Poll in WI: https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/NPO-WFCF

Wisconsin Polling Report3.pdf

- Time to Put Kids First: https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/Time to Put Kids First

Poster (2).pdf

- Shared Parenting in WI report card: https://wisconsinfathers.org/lobby/Wisconsin

Handout.pdf
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Legislation for the 2023 year session:

- Shared Parenting is in a child’s best interest

Legislation: https://www.wisconsinfathers.org/Legislation/2021

shared parent.pdf

- CO- Parenting education mandate

Legislation: https://www.wisconsinfathers.org/2021 coparenting

class.pdf

- Presume that a placement schedule that equalizes to the highest

degree the amount of time the child may spend with each parent is in

the best interest of a child

Legislation: https://www.wisconsinfathers.org/Legislation/LRB

1624-P2.pdf

- Add the word equalize to statute 767.41 (4a(2)) , and replace wording

25% of the time with equally (6) a

Legislation: https://www.wisconsinfathers.org/Legislation/767

equalizes.pdf

- Equalized placement presumption statute 767

Legislation:

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2017/related/proposals/ab849
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2023 WFCF Board Members
President: Tony Bickel - VP: Rick Frazer - CNO Director: Mary Ciano

Grants: John Rindfleisch – Child Support Liaison: Jonathon Koch - Members: Aaron Bradt, Linda Conrad,
Nick DeStefanis


